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Enabling Sustainable
E-Mobility and
Renewable Energy
The First IoT Marketplace for Lithium-ion Batteries

”Circunomics would unlock a billion dollar
market for the battery ecosystem”

”One of the Top 5 Circular Economy
Startups Worldwide”

2022

Circunomics is enabling circular battery
lifecycles at scale.
Founded

2019

Location

Mainz

Team Size

Total Funding

Market Size 2030

13

2,3 M €

30 B €

Platform & Product

Business Model

References & Voices

Circunomics is the first IoT marketplace for the reuse and
recycling of Li-Ion batteries – one platform to manage the
whole lifecycle of millions of batteries based on data.

Automotive producers are paying a fee of €/kWh to create
a Circular Twin, enabling the automated management of
batteries. Recyclers and reusers of batteries pay a
transaction fee. By making second life and recycling
tendering a standard, the profitability of batteries is
increased by up to +20%.

“Circunomics capabilities are the
foundation for a circular transformation
of the battery economy.”

We predict when batteries become available for reuse or
recycling, assessing their circular value and finding the
right buyers and recyclers.
A simple and secure take-back system for industrial
batteries that is focused on reuse instead solely recycling.

Partner Network & Ecosystem
Mobility & Energy

Logistics Provider

manufacturer

Mobility Provider

Second User

Mining

Recycling

EU Institutions

Thomas Holberg,
VP Battery Operations, TES
“Circunomics paves the way for the
battery economy to successfully build
circularity into their products.“

Investors & Partners

Dr. Peter Mertens, Investor
Former CTO AUDI AG, board of Polestar, etc.

Auditing

Circunomics
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Team of energy, mobility, technology,
and circular economy experts.
Team

Founders

Interdisciplinary combination of
all relevant industries

13 people of 8 nations

Patrick Peter

Sebastiaan Wolzak

César Prados

CEO

COO

CTO

MBA & PhD candidate in
Circular Economy and supply
chains. More than 15 years
experience in digital business,
strategy, and consulting in
automotive; more than 50
digitalization projects.

Industrial Design & Innovation
Design Engineering
background. Knowledge in
creative technology, innovation,
product development,
consulting & founding
experience.

Electrical, Electronic &
Communications Engineering
Technology. Technical project
manager in research and
industry, serial founder, and
build e.g., a blockchain solution
for the European Space Agency.

His LinkedIn.

His LinkedIn.

His LinkedIn.

Circunomics

Background from the best
universities

(e.g. RWTH Aachen University, University
of Strasbourg, Erasmus University
Rotterdam, Imperial College London)

2022

What needs to change?
Our Vision
A circular battery economy by 2030 by turning batteries into
circular assets and enabling second life & recycling for a truly
green e-mobility and renewable energy.

Market & Impact

44Mio
40x
100%
Circunomics

Second life of EV batteries in energy storages
can more than double the lifespan of
batteries and cut their CO2 footprint by half.

+15 years
First life
(Electric vehicle)

Second life
(Energy storage)

EVs on the road in the EU by 2030.

Growth rate of used batteries
(vs. ‚only‘10x new batteries)

-50%

Lifecycle emissions
Of energy storage capacity could
come from EV batteries.
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Our circular solution has risen from the
most crucial gap in the e-mobility market.
How the business idea
evolved

How we are different

The business concept goes back to Circunomics founder and
CEO, Patrick Peter. He has previously provided strategic
consulting to automotive manufacturers, also on the topic of a
sustainable battery supply chain – identifying the core
problems and needs. Moreover, he was conducting research
on circular supply chains for EV batteries during his PhD.

We are the missing piece to the market.

That’s how the idea of an end-to-end platform with digital
twins in the blockchain came up to eliminate the problem of
non-transparent supply chains and inefficiencies in reuse.
Despite positive feedback, the automotive producers don‘t
have the capabilities to implement the solution themselves –
so we did it.

Other battery analytics provider are focusing on the batteries’
life in vehicles but not on their second life.
Other take-back systems do not provide data transparency for
reusage decisions.

Circunomics

Until now, there is no other solution that ensures secure and
efficient trading of used batteries by helping to find the right
use case for the second life or recycling based on AI and
predictive analytics.

We are the first to offer a marketplace for used batteries that
also solves the operational problems of battery take-back with
a focus on second life.
Circunomics is helping automotive producers with complex
lifecycle planning and is offering safe sourcing for second life
buyers like energy storage providers.
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Our past milestones have built a solid
foundation for further growth.
Milestones
2019

2021

2020

MoU with large global automotive producer

We have signed our first agreement with a big automotive
brand for the take-back and remarketing of their EV batteries

Pre-Seed Round

One of the big automotive business angles, Dr. Peter
Mertens, joined us as investor and advisor

Network expansion through alliances

Membership of Batteries European Partnership Association
(BEPA), Gaia-X, Catena-X, DIN Fachbeirat Circular Economy

Pilot-Testing

Marketplace Launch

With some of the biggest German automotive OEMs

We finally launched our marketplace on the 01.11.21

Seed-Round

With TES, global leader for recycling solutions, we have gained a strategically
important partner & reached a higher investment sum than planned (1.8M)

Circunomics
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Our next steps: scaling up our team,
market penetration, capacity.
2025

Currently

1.5 GWh

10 GWh

5,000 t

1,200,000

Recycling capacity

Batteries under management
≈ €2.9B asset value

Battery demand

Traded
≈170,000 EV batteries

42,300 t
CO2 savings

Figures are rounded

Circunomics
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Recognized by media and honored
by awards.
Mentioned in
Link

Link

Link

Link

Link 1

Link 2

Link

Link

Link

Link

Awards & nominations
•
•
•
•
•
•
Circunomics

KfW Award Gründen 2021 winner
The Spark- The German Digital Award 2021 by McKinsey & Company and
Handelsblatt, top 3 finalist
Circular Economy 2030 Competition by SAP and Google, top 5 finalist
Top AI German Startup Landscape by the appliedAI Initiative
Top 50 Start-ups 2021 by Frankfurter Allgemeine, F.A.Z. Business Media
50 pioneers for a green economy by Handelsblatt
2022

Further questions?
Reach out.
Antonia Völkers
& Fabienne Mayer
press@circunomics.com

Website

LinkedIn

Crunchbase

Twitter

Instagram

YouTube

Circunomics GmbH
Quintinsstrasse 16
55116 Mainz, Germany
www.circunomics.com

